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SUMMARY
of a rigid ting in turbulent flow was studied
and the power spectra of the J3ft and of the turbulent fluctuations were
measured. From these measurements the aerodynamic admittance of the wing
was obtained. The ratio of span to scale of turbulence was varied by
means of movable end plates. For a distance between the end plates of
the order of the scale of turbulence the aerodynamic admittance is
expected to approach the computed values of Sears. This is shown to be
the case if the reduced frequencies k are larger than k = 0.8. For
smaller values of k the experimental admittance falls below Sears’
values. For large ratios of span to scale of turbulence the aerodynamic
admittance is decreased for all frequencies and becomes nearly independ-
ent of frequency in the investigated range 0.2~k~2.
.
In general, the measurements support the simplifying assumptions
made in the statistical approach to gust loads and buffeting initiated
by C!lementsonand by Liepmann.
,
INTRODUCTION
The Ilft and drag of a wing or of a whole cotiiguration are usually
ccmrputedon the basis of a known flight velocity U and a known angle-
of-attack distribution a. In every practical case there will exist,
however, random fluctuations, which may be termed “noise,” both in U
and a.
For a rigid configurationthese fluctuations are due to turbulence
which may be present in the atmosphere or produced by part of the air-
plane itself. The first case deals with flight through a gusty atmos-
phere; the second case, wzlthbuffeting. Both problems belong to a class
of phenomena in which a mechanical system is excited by randcm forces.
In the case of interest here, U and cc are the “input”; lift, drag,
or any other defined mechanical response of the airplane are considered
the “output” or “response.”
To make the problem tractable without losing its significant physical
character it may be assumed that the noise is statistically stationary,
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that is, that it has statisticalproperties which are independent of time .
when averaged over a time which is long compared with a characteristic
time of the particular response. For example, for a particular mode of
wing bending the characteristictime is the time which enters into the F
logarithmic decrement of the oscillation. Furthermore, the problem is
linearized; that is, the relation between force and response is consid-
ered linear. Hence, the input is restricted to small fluctuations. This
assumption is usually well satisfied.
The problem of finding the response of a linear system with statis-
tically stationary forces is now considered. Such a problem can be
handled with generalized harmonic analysis. One can introduce power
spectra for the input and output and use the concepts of admittance,
impedance, or transfer function to characterize the system. For a given
input spectrum and known system, the output spectrum and, hence, the”m6an ‘
square of the output can be obtained easily.
These concepts were first applied to aerodynamicsllproblems by
Clementson (ref. 1) and Liepmann (ref. 2) independently. Since then a
large number of papers have dealt with various aspects of the problem
(e.g., refs. 3, 4, and ~). In the first papers the problem was consid-
ered as a one-dimensional8tochastic process (i.e., the angle of attack
was considered a random function of time”only and spatial variation of
u was neglected). The response of the configurationwas describedby a
simple transfer function. Recently, the theory has been etiended to
fluctuations which, like actual turbulence, vary in space and time (I.e.,
4
at any given ttie the fluctuations are not uniform along the span), and
account has been taken of the finite span of the wtng (refs. k and 6). ,
The most interestingpart of the atiittance or transfer function of
a wing is the aerodynamic admittsmce. This aerodynamic admittance relates
the angle of attack of a rigid airfail to the lift. This relation varies
with frequency because of the loss of I&M due to circulation lag. In
reference 2 Searst result (ref. 7) for the aerodxic admittance (for a
sinusoidal input) was used to demonstrate the character of the response.
The present expertiental investigationwas undertaken to study in
detail a basic problem in this field, nsmely, the ldd?tof a rigid wing
in turbulent air.
Thus, the fluctuating lift of a wing in an airstream with lmown
turbulence was measured and analyzed. The results canbe compared with
the theoretical studies cited above. The experiments are necessary to
check on the validity of some of the simplifying assuqlkions made in the
theory. Furthermore, the experiments demonstrate the possibility of .
measuring aerodynamic transfer functions frgm a study of the response of
a configuration in a field of turbulence. There is little doubt that
this technique will become very useful in flight testing.
*
..
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SYMBOLS
area under square of mechanical-admittance curve
aspect ratio
strength of magnet
lift coefficient
lift-curve slope
chord
force
angle-of-attack spectrum
spring constant
lift spectrum
displacement spectrum
current in coil
reduced frequency, mc/2u
mesh size
mass
Reynolds number
span of King
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CD.
time scale
time
span of movable strip
mean air velocity
component‘of fluctuating turbulent velocity in direction of
free stresm
displacement
component of fluctuating turbulent velocity in direction of
lift vector
distmce downstream of turbulence grid
spanwise coordinate
angle of attack
ViSCOUS dsmping COIIStaIlt
autoccsrrelation
angle hot-wire anemometer makes with free stream
scale of turbulence in free-stream direction
oscillatory frequency, cps
natural oscillatory frequency
shedding frequency of cylinder
time delay (used in defining autocorrelation,appendix A)
aerodynamic admittance
total admittance
mechanical admittance
circular frequency
natural circularfrequency
—
.
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. DEFINITIONS AND MEASURING PRINCII?LES
< It has been pointed out that the random nature of the problem allows
application of the ideas of stationary stochastic processes. Therefore,
it is desirable to measure some of the statistical quantities which define
such a process. Specifically, the quantities measured are the turbulence
spectrum, the airfoil displacement spectrum, the lift-curve slope of the
airfoil, and the mechanical admittance (frequency response) of the spring
system. From these measurements one may find the lift spectrum and the
aerodynamic admittance.
Aerodynamic Admittance
For a war system under stochastic forcing the ratio of the response
spectrum to the input spectrum is equal to the absolute square of the
admittance. For the case of an airfoil in a turbulent stream, the lift
may be regarded as the response and the fluctuating angle of attack pre-
sented by the turbulent stream as the input. The square of the aerody-
namic admittance is then equal to the ratio of lift spectrum g(u) to
angle-of-attack spectrm f(m). The mean-square lift ~ and the mean-
square angle of attack ~ are thus expressed by
If @(u) denotes the complex aerodynamic admittance then I@r
is relatedto f(u) and g(u) by
g(~) = w%)
Turbulence Spectrum
If w denotes the component of fluctuating turbulent velocity in
the direction of the lift vector, then the fluctuating angle of attack
.
is given approximatelyby a(t) = ~. The w spectrum of turbulence is
measured by putting the output frmn a w sensitive “hot-wireanemometer
. into a wave analyzer.
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Lift Spectrum
The lift spectrum must be found indirectly, since in the experiment b
only the displacement of the airfoil is measured. The lift spectznun g(u))
and displacement spectrum h(u) are again related by the mechanical.
admittance of the spring system which supports the airfoil. The mean-
square displacement Z is given by
If the mechanical
— I
a
V2 = h(u))dm
o
adnd.tt=ce is denoted by $(a) then
The displacement spectrum is measured by putting the voltage output
fran a displacement pickup into a wave analyzer. The mechanical admit-
tante is found by measuring the dispkcements which result when the air-
foil is driven sinusoidallyby means of a coil and -et at frequencies
selected by an oscillator.
Total Admittance
The measured quantities are the nkchanical admittance V, the dis-
placement spectrum- h(u),
aerodynsadc admittance is
above spectra are related
and the angle-of-attack spectrum f(u). The
to be obtained from this information. The
by some total admittance X, such that
h(u) = IX12f(u)
As seen from equations (1), (Q), and (3)j the
Just the product of mechanical admittance‘ad,
shown by
h(o) = l@121V12f(m)
therefore,
1X12= l@l%12
(3)
total admittance X is
aerodynamic admittance as
(4)
—
~eref ore, the absolute aerodynamic admittance I@ I is found from the
measured quantities
7(5)
,
Finite-Span Effect
To determine experimentally the effects of finite span, the span
has been made adjustable by means of sliding end plates (fig. 1). The
maximum span is ftied by the spa.nwisedimension of the wind-tunnel Jet.
The minimum span is limited as a consequence of the fact that, since
forces are found from disp~cements, at least a portion of the airfoil
must undergo displacement. If the movable portion is a narrow strip of
the span then the strip tidth is the minimum span that can be obtained.
This is because the end plates cannot be brought closer together than
the strip width without interfering with the motion of the strip.
Several considerations limlt the strip width. The strip width must
be large enough so that (1) the aerodynamic forces are adeqyate for meas-
urement and (2) the gap effects ?xcesmall. 5e strip width should be
small enough so that the minimum-span position approximates the limiting
case of two-dimensional turbulence over the strip. U tiheminimum span
is less than the scale of turbulence, three-dimensional effects are suf-
ficiently small so that the two-dimensional case is approximated.
ExmRI14mTAL
.
The wind tunnel used for
~AND PROCEDURES
Wind Tunnel
the experiments is a low-speed tumnel which
opens into a free jet at the worldng section. The original jet size of
7by 72 inches has been reduced to 7by 12 inches in order to increase
the maximum velocity. With a turbulence grid in the contraction section
the nwcimum speed iB about 65 mph; without the grid the maximum speed is
about 100 mph.
The airfoil
a ~ -inch chord.
foil is movable.
figure 2.
.
Model Airfoil
tested has a 20-percent-thick symetrtcal section and
W a narrow strip (0.7 inch in span) of the air-
The floating strip is located at midspan as shown in
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The small size of chord was chosen
Jet is small and consequently the model
rections are to be kept small. Second,
.
for several reasons. First, the
must be small if tunnel-wall cor- —
the theory assumes that the tur- *
bulence pattern does not change as the air passes over the chord. This
requirement can be approximated only if the chord is small compared with
the distance over which significant tyrbulent decay takes place. Finally,
to obtain adequate response the chord should not be large compared with
the
jet
scale of turbulence, and the scale of turbulence is limited by the
dimensions and the grid size.
Force Measurements
Because of the small size of the airfoil it did not seem feasible
to measure forces by means of pressure pickups. Therefore, it was decided
to find forces from displacementmeasurements. The floating strip, upon
which forces are to be found, must be constrained to small.displacements
if a rigid airfoil is to be simulated. Consequently, the floating strip
is supported by a relatively stiff spring system. Because of the small
size of the airfoil there was not space to mount supporting springs next
to the strip, so it was necessary to put the spring system outside the
airfoil (figs. 2 and 3). A beam, whose stiffness is much greater than
that of the supporting springs, carries the load from the floating ele-
ment to the springs. The besm lies inside a slot in the fixed dummy air-
foil. The spring system consists of paraliel flexure links which constrain ‘
the motion to simple plunging.
.-
Pickup
The displacementpickup is a small differential transformer (Schaevttz
gage’). Exciter current of 100 kilocycles, supplied to the transformer coil
by a crystal osciUator, is modulated by an iron core which moves with the
airfoil (fig. 2). The modulated signal is then demodulated and put into a
wave
ment
—
analyzer, filter, or integrator.
Spectrum Measurements
Three frequency ranges may be distin@shed according to the instru-
used for the spectrum measurements. Above approximately 70 cps a
Hewlett-Packard wave analyzer is used. A Kkohn-Hite low-pass filter
covers the frequency range from 2 to 10 cps. Spectrum points between 10
and 70 cps may be found by using the mechanical resonance of the airfoil .
,
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spring system as the filter. This latter method is discussed in detail
in a
.
sme
subsequent section.
titegrator
The large fluctuations of the response make it necessary to use
kind of integrator in order that scme average root-mean-squsre value
canbe obtained. For this purpose a resistance-capacitancecircuit with
a time constant of 17* minutes is used. Measurements of total response
require about a 10-minute averaging time to get less than s-percent
scatter.
Mechanical Admittance
It was at first believed that the mechanical admittance could be
computed by assuming the spring system to be a one-degree-o,f-freedom
damped oscillator. The motion would then be described by the equation
mi?+&+Gv=F(t)
and the absolute admittance would be given by
.
This simplified picture proved to be inadequate because, in addition
to the naturfi freque~cy of t~e parallel link s~stem, a mcde”of oscilla-
tion involving the beam in bending appeared in the response spectrum.
Therefore, It seemed necessary to find the mechanical admittance
experimentally.
The mechanical admittance is found by measuring the displacement as
a function of frequency for a driving force of constant smplitude. For
this purpose a coil carr@g an amplified oscillator s:gnal is attached
rigidly to the end of the beam. The coil lies in the field of a permanent
magnet of strength
csxries current
Details of
in the circular
which is pilled
bean has set.
I
the
aii
out
B, so that the,force exerted on the coil when it
is just F= Rx ? (if the frequericyis not too high).
arrangement are shown in figure 3. The coil is alined
gap of the magnet by means of a cylindrical spacer
of the gap when the cement which bonds the coil to the
10
To find the point at zero frequency,
the coil. The point at zero frequency is
NACA
direct current is put
essential because one
TN 3&!30
through ‘
wants to
ccmpare the dynamic response of the airfoil at each frequency to the
static lift of the airfoil. ,
Lift-Curve Sbpe
Since for admittance measurements the dynamic response at each fre.
quency is referred to the static lift of the airfoil, the lift-curve
slope is measured. This is done by rotating the airfoil in the flow.
The force measured is actually the normal force but this force is very
nearly equal to the lift for small angles of attack. The lift-curve
slope is measured with the grid in the tunnel, since without the grid
the slope is about 20 percent larger and also lednar separation causes
the lift curve to bend over at about 60. The lift-curve slope of the
airfoil is about 4 per radian. No a~reciable change with Reynolds num-
ber occurs for the range of Reynolds number considered (approximately
80,000 to 150,000). The lift curve is plotted in figure 4.
Selection of Spring Stiffness
The parallel flexure links, which ccmprise the-spring system, must
be stiff enough to restrict the motion to small displacements in order ,
that (1) the airfoil mcrtionwill not modify the flow field and (2) the
aerodynamic damping till be small. An instrument which is capable of
measuring sufficiently small displacements (fluctus,tingor static) is .
the Schaevitz gage. The Schaevitz gage instrumentation is designed to
allow a maximm displacement of 0.004 inch in low-sensitivityposition
and a maximum displacement of 0.001 inch in high-sensitivityposition.
In selecting the spring stiffness the msxhum linear range of the pickup
determines the upper limit of deflection, whereas the signsl-to-noise
ratio determines the lower limit.
For design purposes it is satisfactoryto assume a one-degree-of-
freedm systemas m~+ ~~+ Gv =F(t). Now, consider how much each
parameter can be varied. A minimum mass is fixed by the spring-beam
arrangement shown in figure 2. If no artificial damping is introduced,
the structural damping of the flexure links is the definitive dsmping of
the system. An estimate of the forces can be obtained from the theory.
Frcm the above information a fair guess can be made of suitable values
of spring constant G. The dimensions of the flexureswhichwill give
this spring constant can then be computed.
.
.
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. Turbulence Spectrum
Turbulence is created in the airstreem by means of a grid upstream
.
of the airfoil. 5 find the fluctuating angle of attack which the air-
foil expediencies because of the turbulent stream one must find the
velocity fluctuations in the direction of the lift vector. Denoting this
velocity component of the turbulence by w and the mesm speed by U
gives, for small values of w comp~ed with those of U,
a(t) =;
The component w is measured by hot-wire anemcmetry. Two hot-wires
are placed close together in the flow, so that both wires lie in planes
parallel to the plane of w and U. The resistance of a hot-wire and
consequently of the voltage across it is a function of wire temperature.
Tbe wire temperature depends upon the component of velocity normal to
the wire. Hence, if one wire is at angle e (e= .)+~O~e=@o
were both used) and the other is at -6 to the free-stream direction,
each wire will have the ssme voltage drop so that the voltage difference
between the two wires will be zero. Thusj this configuration of hot-
wires is sensitive to only the w velocity camponent. The w meter
may be @.ibrated either by rotation in a uniform stream, recording volt-
age difference as a function of angle, or by comparison with standard
turbulence grids.
.
The wires used were l/10-mil platirnnn-rhodiumtire and l/20-til
platinum wire. There are several advantages in using such fine wires.
.
First, the time constant is sufficiently short so that no compensation
for thermal lag is necessary over the range of frequencies considered.
Also, the sensitivity of the fine tires is large enough so that the sig-
nal can be put directly into a wave analyzer. No preamplification is
needed so one source of noise is eliminated. A disadvantage of using
very fine wires, especially l/20-mil platinum, is that they are easily
broken or bent out of shape by dust particles in the flow. The w meter
is calibrated before and after each run to determine if the ties have
been bent during the run.
Two different @ids were used in order to vary the scale of turbu-
lence. The small grid is made of @-inch-dismeter wooden dowel rcxl
with horizontal rods spaced 1 inch apart and vertical rods spaced 1 inch
apart (i.e., mesh size M equals 1). The large grid is of l/2-inch-
dismeter dowel with horizontal rods spaced 3 inches apart and vertical
rods spaced 2 inches apsrt.
.
The scale of turbulence is found from the intercept of the u spec-
trum of turbulence (u being the fluctuating component of veloclty in the
. stream direction) as shown in appendix A. For the small grid the scale
is Ax = 1/2 inch and for the large grid, Ax = 1 inch.
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Spring System as Mechanical Filter .
The resonance peak of the undamped spring system is so sharp that
nearly all of the area under the mechanical-admittancecurve is contained l
within a frequency range of afew cycles (fig. ~). This fact’suggests the
possibility of using the spring system as a mechanical filter. The mean-
square displacement % is given by integration of equation (4) over all -
frequencies
J
~=. m
C9
h(u) M=
o
J I@
o
where V is the mechanical admittance and
(6) —
admittance.$ the aerodynamic
Since V has a shsxp peak at the natural frequency coo,whereas $
and f(u) are cmnparatively slowly varying functions, one may write
Hence, to find the
the total response
computes the area
curve
J
‘lv12ti
o
absolute
?, -the
A under
= A.
aerodynamic admittance l@(mo)J, one measures
turbulence spectrum at mo, and f(u.)o)and
the square of the mechanical-admittance
.
.
Then (see appendix B, method I),
(7)
Hewlett-PackardWave Analyzer
The turbulence spectrum above 30 CPS and the displacement spectrum
above about 70 cps are measured on a Hewlett-Paclcardmbdel-2WlA harmonic- ,
wave analyzer. This anslyzer has an adjustable half-hand width frcm 30
to 145 cps where the half-band width is defined as the number of cycles
off resonance at which a given signal is attenuated 40 decibels. Only
the 30-cps half-band width is used,
,
since only comparatively low frequencies
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. are of interest.
made to as low a
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Measurements of the disphcement spectrum could not be
frequency as were those for the turbulence spectwm
because the turbulence spectrum is quite flat at the low-frequency part
.
of the”spectrum while the displacement spectnm has a sharp peak (at the
natural frequency). Since, in measuring a continuous spectrum with the
analyzer, one asaimes that the spectrum is flat or at least line= over
the pass band of the analyzer, points of the displacement spectrum may
be obtained only so long as the analyzer pass band does not include a
portion of the spectrum which has large.curvature (such as uccurs when
the band width overlaps the resonance peak). For example, the displace-
ment spectrum for the spring system whose natural frequency is X cps is
sufficiently flat at frequencies above about P cps to allow accurate
spectrum measurement with a 30-cps half-band width. A ssmple calculation
is given in app&dix B> method II.
The displacement,spectrum is not found for
about 200 cps because the ratio of noi8e (i.e.~
to signal is no longer small above 200 cps.
Low-Band-Pass Filter
frequencies higher than
extraneous tibrations)
As previously discussed, the Hewlett-Packerd
high-frequency end of the spectrum and the spring
. ital.filter measures spectral poitis in the range
wave analyzer covers the
system used as a mechsn-
of 10 to 70 CPS. To
obtain low-frequency points (2-to 10 cps) a &ohn-Hite low-band~pass
filter is used. The filter pass band can be adJusted to any width by
. means of independently controlled high- and low-frequency cutoffs. Once
a particular bud width has been selected, the shape of the pass band
may be found by putting an oscillator signal tits the filter and varying
the frequency while holding the amplitude constant. However, to find
the admittance, only the ratio of input to response is needed, so that
by using the same pass band for input and response the area under the
pass band is divided’out and, hence, does not enter in the admittance
ccmputation.
Second Spring System
For a number of reasons it was decided that a new spring system
could be designed which would have many advantages over the old system
(of fig. 2). The main clifficulty encountered with the original system
is the instabilityy of the mechanical aclhittance. The instabilityy is pre-
.
sumably caused by the flexure links being built up fr& pieces so that
some sllppage occasionally occurs during vibration at the interfaces of
the metal pieces. As a result end-fixity conditions are changed and a
. shift occurs in the natural frequencies of the system. Figure 6 i~US -
trates the effect of the frequency shift on the admittance curve. It is
.noted that a small shift can introduce a large change in the amplitude .
at any particular frequency. Also, a change in the area under the curve
usually accmnpanies the frequency shift. As discussed previously, the
use of the mechanical system as a filter involves the area under the ,
admittance curve so that this erea should remain constant. In the new
system (fig. 3) frequency “instabilitiesare overcome by machining each
flexure link from a single piece of metal. In using the spring system
as a filter the natural fre~ency picks out a single spectral camponent.
Hence, it is desirable to vary the natural freqyency in order to obtain
other spectral points. Therefore, three sets of flexures were made
giving natural frequencies of 17, 34, and 68 cps. Intermediate frequen-
cies can be found by screwing threaded brass weights into the hole at
the beam center of gravity as shown in f@re 3. Also, the different
maximum amplitudes of deflection which result from the different spring
stiffnesses allow the study of aerodynamic damping as a function of air-
foil motion.
The symmetry of the new system serves several purposes. First, the
amplitude of the mode of oscillation involving the besm in bending is
less for a symmetrical system. Second, the mechanical admittance obtained
by an,input at one end of the besm is approximately the same as if the .
input were applied at the other end of the besm. Therefore, one can
mount the driving coil at one end of the besm and the strip of airfoil
at the other end. ,Thisarrangement is .agreat convenience since the
driving unit does not have to be disassembled and reassembled each time
one wants to calibrate (i.e., find mechanical admittance). A disadvan-
tage lies in the fact that sometimes a small metal chip gets lodged
between magnet and coil”dur~ a run, but this can be discovered by
calibrating before and after each run.
.
Vortex-Street Input
As a first step toward a study of the response of en airfoil to a
turbulent airstream, it seemed instructiveto find the response to a
sinusoidal input, since the results could then be compared with the
results of Sears’ theory for a rigid airfoil in a sinusoidd gust. To
simulate a sinusoidal gust a vortex street was formed by means of a large
cylinder upstream of the airfoil. Unfortumately,”no-yaksposition could
be found for which there was not considerablebackground turbulence, and,
consequently, a whole spectrum of frequencies was excited. If the street
is made small enough so that no background turbulence appears then it is
of insufficient strength to excite the airfoil. One might also ask if
the shedding frequency could be brought ’iritocoincidence with the natural
frequency of the spring system, thereby making the response to the vortex
street essentially the entire.respotie. Due to the sharpness of the peaks
this condition of coincidence is too critical to ~ow accurate measure-
ment. An example of the displacement%spectrum obtained”for the airfoil
in the wake of a“.cylinderis ‘shownin figt&e 7. “
.
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Secondsry Flow
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When the end plates were initially placed one on either side of the
.
movable strip of airfoil, the aerodynamic admittance was found to be
larger than 1 as the frequency approached zero. The lift as the fre-
quency tends to zero may be less than the static lift (because the angle.
of-attack correlation along the spaa may be less than 1) but it cannot
exceed the static lift. To explain this difficulty it was assumed that
some kind of secondary flow occurred between the plates which caused the
dynamic response of the airfoil to be too high. A tuft placed in the flow
between the plates illustrated that the flowws at least separating
rather badly. Fillets were then added at the idersection of plate and
airfoil as shown in figure 1. Again, the tuft was placed in the flow
and this”time no evidence of separation could be found.
To determine
strip of airfoil,
Gap Effect
the effect of the gaps on either side of the movable
measurements of the response were made with the mm
covered by microfilm. The f llm was foumd-to restrain the motion o; }he
strip so that it was necessary to apply the film with the gaps enlarged
to about 1/4 inch and then to buckle the film by restoring the gaps to
their original width of a few hundreths of an inch. This meant that smne
.
end effects would still be present because of the ~ooves formsd by the
buckled film, but at least air could not pass through the gaps. The
static lift-curve slope
.
found to be (within the
out the film.
and the dyusmic response of the airfoil were
error of measurement) the same as they were with-
Noise Level
To find how much of a given resp~se measurement is due to extraneous
vibrations from the test stand tid electrical noise in the instrumentation,
the movable strip of airfoil is shielded frcxnthe flow. The overall noise
level is then shpl.y the shielded reading. The shield is a
section
ure 8.
It
which is lerge enough to clear the strip airfoil as
The noise level was negligible for the measurements
Damping
hollow airfoil
shown in fig-
reported here.
i.sdesirable to vary the damping of the spring”system for several
reasons. First, in actual f~ght co-ti~ions the ‘tibr~ti& structure might
be predcaninatelydamped by either structural”damping or aerodynamic damping
so that both cases deserve investigateion. S6cond, since the linesr range
of the Schaevitz gage must simultaneously accommodate amplitudes corre-
sponding to a whole spectrum of displacements, the largest amplitude (i.e.,
16
resonance peak) should not be too
tude considered (correspondingto
is illustrated in figure 9.
large compared
some arbitrary
NACA TN
with the smallest
frequency *).
Smpli- “
This
DsmpinR by means of an oil-filled dashpat was attempted but was
unsucces=f~ since the velocities are too &all to be ap&eciably influ-
enced by this kind of damping. Then, an attempt was made to increase
the structural demping by painting a rubber_ccmpound on the flexuxe links
at the ~ooves where the bending takes place. The system could be almost
critically damped.in this way but the deflection was no longer linearly
related to the force (at a given frequency).
Finally, daqping by means of a rubber strip in tension was tried.
The force-deflection linesrity was restored but some additional modes of
vibration-appearedwhich were not very reproducible. Consequently, all
the data presented are for the undamped system. It is felt, however,
that a damped system could he made-to work if more time were spent on the
problem.
Aerodynamic demptig of the airfoil motion was too small to show up
in the admittance in all measurements except in those involving the
largest amplitude.of.motion, that is, for”the case of the mechanical
filter using the.weakest springs. For t,hi:_casethe admittance (figs. 10(a)
and 10(b), k = 0.1 to 0.3) in general &ojs” somewhatbelow the curve &awn ~ “
through the other points. That-the effect is more pronounced with
increasing mean speed (and, hence, with increasing displacement amplitude)
suggests that aerodynamic dsmping is the cause.
.-
.-
To check this suppositionthe mechanical admittance was measured
(using the setup shown in fig. 3) with and.without_a free stre-. The
mechanical admittance when measured in the free streernwas not dtiinished
enough to account for the effect mentioned above; however, the methofiof
accounting for the aerodynamic damping by calibration is not quite can-
parable.to the actuql situation existing in_the response to a turbulent
flow, since in the former case the driv~-force is ap@ied at ohe end’
of the besm and the damping force at theother, whereas in the latter
---
case all forces are applied atone end of the beam.
RESULTS
Infinite Wing
The essential results of the measurements for an infinite wing me
plotted in figures 10(a) and 10(b). Two sets of data are given in each
figure, one for the wing with end plates and the other for the wing
spanning the jet:- The distance between end plates is small enough so
.
—
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that the turbulent fluctuations are nearly correlated
tive span and, hence, these sets of data should agree
function frc%mSeam’ theory. This is seen to be true
17
across the effec-
with the admittance
for reduced fre-
quencies larger than about-0.8. For smaller reduced frequencies the
measured admittance is weJJ below Searsf curve. This effect is more
pronounced for the large grid (fig. 10(b)).
Two reasons are suggested to explain this effect. One is the
inhomogeneity of the turbulence at low frequencies. The effect is more
pronounced for the large grid because the airfoil is effectively closer
t:i: (XX = 8 for the large grid, whereas x~ = 20 for the small
. A few tentative measurements liningthe small grid at xfi = 8
support this conjecture.
The other reason is that the end plates may not have been large
enough (ccmparedwith the large eddies that correspond to low frequencies)
to isolate completely the portion of the span between the end plates frcmt
the downwash effects due to the wake arising from the rest of the wing.
The data of Hakkinen and IUchardson (ref. 8) and Richardson (ref. 9) are
for an essentially infinite end-plate size (wing spnning a closed tun-
nel), and dropoff of the admittance curve at low frequencies does not
appear.
For the case of the wing spanning the jet it is seen that the entire
.
admittance cuz’vefalls far below the Sears~ values, indicating that three-
dimensional effects are very important and that the two-dimensional admit-
tance function is no longer even a~roximately valid. The admittance for
.
this case (span large compared with scale of turbulence) is almost inde-
pendent of frequency, at least within a range of reduced frequencies from
0.2 to 2.0, the highest value
emphasized that shplyhaving
than the scale of turbulence
a two-dimensional aerodynamic
scale Ax ti~ al~ys enter.
To clarify the nature of
general probl- (in which the
for which data were taken. It should be
the span of the movable strip ts less
Ax is not sufficient if one is to measure
admittance. me ratio of total span s to
the three-dimensional effects assume the
turbulence presents an angle of attack
.
a(y,t] to the wing) to be cmposed of two simpler problems,
~lj a= a(t) only and (2) m=a(y) Ofiy. The first case is treated
in two-dimensimal nonstationary theory (refs. 2 and 7). The second
case may be represented by Prandtl:s horsesh=-vortex concept in which
downwash due to the wake is calculated from the Biot-Savart lsw. llrcm
this consideration of the wake effect it is apparent that, even if the
span of the movable strip ts is small compared with the scale ~, wake
effects frcm the entire span s will contribute to the response of the
strip. This is seen in the experimental data (figs. 10(a) and lO(b));
the large difference in the aerodynamic admittance results from using two
la NACA TN 3880
different values of span s (i.e., with and without end plates) while
keeping the scale & and the strip span ts fixed.
Aspect-Ratio Effect
Because of instrumentationdifficulties and other unexpected problems
arising in the expertiental determination of the aerodynamic admittance
for a two-dimensionalwing, there was little the remaining for investi-
gating the case of a finite-aspect-ratiowing in turbulent flow. How-
ever, the few measurements which are discussed%elow give some indication
of the qualitativebehavior of the response with changing aspect ratio.
For a constsmt turbulence level and mean speed, the response of the
movable strip for several aspect ratios is given, first, for the strip
located near the wing root and, second, for the strip near the wingtip.
The relative position of the movable strip and the aspect ratio of the
wing may be adJusted by introducing a sliding end plate on the inboard
side of the strip and by changing the span of the outboard portion of
wing. The portion of wing outboard of the movable strip is supported by
two rods which extend from the inboard dummy airfoil through clearance
holes in the movable strip to the outboard section.
The static and dynamic response of the strip near the wing root for
several configurationsIs summarized in figure 11. It should be noted
that the configurationdenoted by Ar = cu is of infinite aspect ratio
only with regard to tip effects; that is, it is of span s with regard
to the response to’turbulence. In figure 11 curve @ shows that the
static response is monotonicald.ydiminished because of tip effects “&
the aspect ratio is decreased. Curves @ and @ show that”the dynamic
response of the root element at first increases as the span is reduced,
then decreases. me reason for this is that as the span (and, hence, the
wake) is shortened the cancellng effect due to the wake is reduced (see
section entitled “Infinite Wing!’). As the aspect ratio is further reduced
the tip effect becomes predominant and causes the response to diminish.
Response of the strip near the wing tip is shown in figure 13. The
curves for the tip elemerrtshow the same trends as those discussed for
the root element.
CONCLUDING
The aerodynamic admittance of a
ments of the lift power spectrum and
.
wing has been obtained from measure-
turbulence spectrum. .
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If end plates are used so that the fluctuations are correlated
across the effective span of the wing, the physical situation can be
. made to approximate Liepmann’s one-dimensional study. It is then found
that the aerodynamic admittance approaches Searst theoretical curve for
reduced frequencies higher than about 0.8. Hence, the assumption made
in the theory that the influence of the wing on the turbulence can be
neglected is verified by the measurements.
The smoothing effect of awing span which is large compared tith
the scale of turbulence is demonstrated. The aerodynamic admittance for
the airfoil measured is less by a large factor than that for the case
with end plates.
California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, Calif., July, 1%5.
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APPENDIX A
SCALE OF TURBULENCE
me scale of turbulence is in a sense an average eddy size as may
be seen frcmnthe way in which it is defined. One may define a the
scale T of the motion by the area under the autocorrelationcurve,
where the autocorrelation ~(m) is defined by ~(m) = u(t)u(t + T)
J
m
~(0)T = ~(T) dT
o
The length scale & is related to T by
AX=UT
60 that
To write this expression in tens of the power spectrum, one may use the
Weu-known relation .
Therefore,
Similarly, frcm the equation
One obtains
.
.
1~(o) = mf(a) d(k)o
NACA m *
. Hence,
.
23.
hx = $ f(o)
1
m
f(u))dm
o
For example, for U = 92 feet per secoti, the u spectrum of turbulence
for the large grid gives
f(o)
02
=5.8 xz04 SeC
J
f(o) da
o
Therefore,
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APPENDIX B
SAMPLE CAICUIATION W ABSOLUTE AERODYNAMIC
Method I
.
ADMITTANCE
Using the mechanical.system as a filter to find the response at a
frequency ~ and the wave analyzer to find the input at this frequency,
one may compute the absolute aerodynamic admittance.
At a netural fre~ency correspondingto k =
square response of the airfoil (no end plates) to
the large grid is
At the
static
given airspeed U,
cs2ibration
(V-4—l/2 = O*I.8volt
rotation of the atifoll
(XL
—=
du
0.10 volt/deg
so that the response may be put into the units
(-z)1/2v = 1.8°
Similarly, for the input the static calibration
w meter in the flow
0.23., the root-mean-
tmbulence created by
in the flow gives the
consists of rotathg the
[f’(~o)p2 = o~33°
Since input and response sre not measured by the same pass band,
the pass-band srea must be taken into account. Thus, dividing by the
11-cps pass-band area of the Hewlett-PackardWave Analyzer (corresponding
to 30-cps half-band width) gives
...
~@b)]”2=p& =‘;~”
U.v v
.
The m?ea under the square of the mechanical-admittancecurve is (fig. 9(b)) .
A = 41850V
.iwA’rNji38-o
Hence, from e~tion (7),
l@l=qf~= L*8 ~ 1(’)’2 pow--j“2 - 00’0
= 0.26
at k = 0.21..
23
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Method 11
.
Using the Hewlett-Packard wave analyzer to find input and response ,
spectra, one may compute the absolute aerodynamic admittance as shown
below. At a reduced frequency k = 1.% the root-mean-squszeresponse
of the airfoil (no end plates) to turbulence created by the large grid
is
ho 1/2[(O = 0.010 volt
By rotating the ahfoil in the flow, one obtains the static calibration ‘ ‘
acl
—=
da
0.50 volt~deg
In order that the response may be put into the
ho.) 1/2=0.020[(~
same units
Similarly, for the input, the static calibration consists of rutating
the w m&ter in the fl~.
fo 1/2=0.29”[(U
The mechanical admittance is
IIv(m)—=0.33*(O)
Hence, from equation (~)
[11 Q1’2=dx?2l@l=—II*(U)f(d 0.33 0.29w(o)
. -—
.
= 0.21
for k = 1.5.
.
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SCHEMATIC DRAWING
SPRING SYSTEM
OF
EQure 2.. Sketch-of test setup in which mec~cti system is used as
filter. @ Movable strip; @ d- airfoZls; @-w~ of tind-
-1 ~et; @ fkxure links; @ steel-s~port structue; @ loca-
tion of displace~nt pic~; @ beam; @ tibration absorbers (fosm
rubber and paper towels).
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Figure 3.- Section view of test setup in which spring system is used as
filter. @ Movable strip; @ du&y airfoils; @ besm; [4) flexure
links; @ Jet boundary; @Schaevitz”gage; @coil; @magnet; ““ ‘“”
@ t@eaded hole for weights.
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